
Spec imens rece I ved 	

4/8/63 

MATHITTG rrol =TIN LT177711 KING, J.  

Q76 	Shirt 
Q77 	Necl:tie 
Q73 	Suit coat 
Q70 	Trousers 
Q00-Q31 Pair of sec%s 
Q82 	Undershorts 

— Q33 	Undershirt 
Q34-QC5 Pair of shoes 

-Results of examination: 

There is a large hole in the right front 
portion of the collar of the Q76 shirt. The Q77 necLtie 
has been forcibly torn npart in the right front Dec% 
portion also. The object or objects causing the daLrage 
mere larger than a 'bullet of .20 caliber size and irregular 
in shape no all of the yarns 'icrc brol:en, not cut. One 
or more segments of bone could not be eliminated as the 
cause of the damage. 

Tho right 1npel of the Q73 coat has three damaged 
areas on the surface of the fabric. These areas have b-cen 
torn by sore object or objects, but the danage does not 
extend through the lapel. The torn areas vary from .1" 
to 1" in length and the cordition of the yarn indicates 
the object or objects strue the coat from above and prcbably 
glanced o22 the coat. 

. _ 	Due to the sizes and rngged edges of the damaged 
areas of the Q73 shirt, Q77 nee:i.tie and Q73 suit coat, 
it was not possible to recognize any bullet holes or to 
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_ 
determine fro: virtual 	 yhpther.or not a bullet 
or any bullet fri%;=ents had p.Issed throuah or struck these 

Ko bullet holcs were found in Q79 throuah Q35. 

The edges of the hole torn in the Q73 shirt 
collar, the cd:fes of the throe tear:, on the cellar of the 
Q73 suit coat and the naterial near the ends of the Q77 
necktie were contrminated with traces of load which could 
have ccne fron a bullet or fre bullet fragnents. The load 
contaniration cf thcoe ite:as could not be associated with 
a ,particular bullet or lead source. 
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